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The FCC was one of the first places I was taken to when I moved to Hong Kong two years 

ago, and it's one of the first places I take visitors when they come here for the first or 

seventh time. I am eager to stand for nomination for Correspondent Governor for this 

warm and welcoming institution. 

 

If elected, I hope to continue the heartening diversity efforts the club has embarked on thus 

far. I hope to attract younger journalists to the Club, with a special emphasis on recruiting 

journalists of color as well as more women, to ensure the club maintains and increases the 

lively exchange of ideas for which it is known. Hosting occasional "mixers" aimed at 

younger members, coupled with maintaining the monetary assistance scheme for new 

members, will help in this regard. 

 

I am also eager to participate on the food and beverage committee. The recently-revamped 

menu has fantastic new options for vegetarians and vegans alike, and I hope to continue 

moving the Club forward in that regard. I have already discussed some suggestions with 

current committee members and believe I can contribute toward the goal of making 

available healthier options than what currently exists in other dining establishments in 

Central.  

 

During my time here I also have been impressed at the lineup of fantastic speaker events, 

and if elected hope to help drum up more ideas for illuminating guest speakers.  

 

Bio: Julie Steinberg is the Asia banking and finance correspondent at The Wall Street 

Journal in Hong Kong, a position she has held since May 2015. Prior to that, she worked in 

New York for The Wall Street Journal as a banking reporter and as reporter for one of the 

Journal's sister websites covering the Wall Street labor market.  
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